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' This invention. relates ‘to'improvements. in‘ recoilless 
weapons, particularly air-cooled single-loadingrec'c'iilless 
guns for ?ring ?xed ammunition as'idistinguishedlfrom 

’ those weapons ?ring rocket-propelled or jet-propelled am 
munition. 
An object of‘ this invention isto provide a recoilless gun 

- in which parts thereof are readily demountable ‘for trans 
portation andrare capable of being quickly assembled. 
Another object is to provide a recoilless gun-ofglight 
weight and easy operation with a locking'sleeve carrying 
‘an interrupted thread, the sleeve being lighter in weight 
and easier to rotate and translate than is the gun body of 
its breechblock. »A further object-is to provide a stop for 
the breechblock when it has been moved from‘an out-of 
the-way position for loading-to aposition in which‘ it is 
aligned with the gun axis. 

Recoilless guns as a class'are generally of_lighter weight 
than recoil type, guns of the same caliber and this-has 
enabled recoilless. guns .to bemore-easily transported. 
This inventionimakessuch recoilless guns still more easily 
transportable by making some 'of their parts easily‘ de 

' mountable and readily assembled. ‘To "accomplish this 
result, the breechblock is easily removable from the gun 
body-and from an actuating shaft for it. This shaft and 
also the"trunnions with their band are likewise removable 
from-the gun body or" front gun section. 1 Instead of 
rotating either‘ the breechblock or gun body preparatory 

» to opening the breech;' asleeve‘of lighter weight than 
“either the breechblo‘ck or gun is providedfwith an in 
terrupt'ed threadi ‘engaging a ‘cooperativethread 'on ‘the 

I breechblock and'this' sleeve is’rotated' and then subjected 
" 'to'translation'in order to'release a ‘connection before the 
~breechblock is moved‘out of the way. '.Inasmuch as the 
' breeohblock ‘is. heavier‘ than~some ‘other;v gun partsv as 
'shown by the drawing, a projection from the sleeve is pro 
vided with an interrupted thread and engages the groove 
between threaded portions of the breechblock to act as a 

‘ ‘ stopandalign‘the sleeve and breechblockvbefore the latter 
‘‘ issubjectedto la‘relative ‘rotation for‘closingthebreech. 

"Ammunition‘for'the‘present type 'of'weapon consists of 
I a’c'a‘r’t'ridge ‘case having" the ‘usual projectile; but‘ the rear 
-o1‘ base‘ of the- cartridge is “closed by a frangible cap. 
" When the ammunition is?r'ed, which is done-electrically, 
. the projectile moves-forwardlythrough- the barrelin the 
1‘ conventional-manner, :but the frangible “cap is- .distinte 
gratedland forced.rearwardly,allowingfsorne of the pro 

:i'"-pelle'nt;lgas'es'wto :eseapedhro’ugh ‘the recoil-eliminating 
- venturiwopenings. 

i This! form'of ‘ammunitionr'isi describedr'in 'copending 

1'iappli'cation\'Serial~'No: 7'15,'6‘75;'?led‘De'cember 512, 1946, 
for‘ - Ammunition if :for riRecoilless 1 vGruns, 1 g-ln‘ow “Patent 

. 2,'492,-279"dated. December 27,1949. 
* The-‘foregoing and other’ objects vofE the invention as 

-*' well -‘as5 the‘ exact nature -‘ thereof ' will‘ ' bev apparent ‘ ‘by 
~‘reference ‘to' the following description of'the accompany 

'- ing ‘drawings in which: 
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“' Figure 1 is an elevational view oflthe gun’oetach'ed 

vfrom its mount; , 
" Figure 2>is a longitudinal vertical central sectional view 
through ‘Figure 1, showing: the gun. preparatory-to?ring, 
loaded with .a round of. ammunition, shown partially in 
section, and certain of the gun operating parts in sectional 
.and others in plan views. 
"Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 2, but showing ‘the 

1 locking‘ sleeve disengaged from the breechblockprepara 
'tory to opening the same for extracting. an expended 
round of.'ammunition, shown in section. 

Figure. 4 is a ‘view similar to Figure 2 but with the 
‘ breechblock, shown in elevation, opened but n'otyetclear 

I 

.of the ammunition'chamber. 
Figure 5.is a plan view of‘Figure 1 but with the breech 

‘block in an open position'clear of the ammunition cham 
1 bet; 

"Figure 6~is a transverse section taken on line 6—'6V of 
' Figure“ .2; 

20 Figure 7 is a View similar to Figure’ 6 but .showingthe 
,locking sleeve in a~position preparatory to swinging the 

' breechblock away from the ammunition .chamber; 

30 

' Figure 8 is a transverse section throughdine 8+8. of 
"Figure ,2; 

." Figure 9 is a bottom plan view-of the locking sleeve; 
. Figure, 10 is a top .view» of‘vthe ,operatingmechanism 

thru line 10-410 of Figure 3; i 
1 Figure 11 is an elevationalview ofthe vventurLori?ces 
of the .breechblock as viewed fromthe.:interior..thereof 

. and through which the propellent gases .escapewtox neu 
tralize recoil of the weapon; ' 

“. Figure 12 is a‘ sectional view throughv line 12-42 of 
"Figure 11; 

35 Figure 13 is a detailsectional .view .of-theelectrical 
.. firingv mechanism; 

J Figure 14 is a sectional view through .line .14—-14>. of 
~ Figure ‘10;.and 

40 

'Fig. 15 is a section through the breech .enduoftthe. gun 
of Figs. 2 and 3. 
'J'Ehe recoilless-weapon .of theainvention consists gen 

nerally of a barrel band 1 supporting a frontgumsection 
. .or barrel .2. :having an ammunition . chamber 3 closedwby 
a rear section orbreechblock 4 through arlockingssleeve 

_ 5 actuated tbyian operating mechanism 6 depending‘ from 
thebarrel band 1. , Asshown in \the drawing,‘the sleeve 5 

I is lighter in weight and- therefore easier tovmove thantthe 
.. frontor rear gun sections. 

“The barrel 2 integrally. merges with rthezenlargedtcham 
her 3 through a sloping .portionv7', the chamber-3 being 

“adapted to receive acartridgelcase 3'. of ~the.~type:having 
. a». frangible. cap-- 4’_:and:an-.annular' metallicrring 66 ren 
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circling the rear end portion of the case and insulated' as 
‘described: in .copending 1U; S.’ :applicationcSerial No. 

" 7:l~5,'675,~now Patent 2,492,279 datedDecember. 27,-1949. 
ll‘hechamber 3 has an. integral circumferential ?ange 

9.,.a.machin'ed cylindricalouter surface 10,-and a locking 
notch 11 in its slope 7. Thei?ange 9-has-internally there 
of an annular recess 9' forreceivingithenannular.-ring.66 
ofthe1cartridge case 3’. 
'LThe- barrel 2.. maybe .either smooth-bored. orrtri?ed, 

either being suitable for use in recoilless weapons oftthe 
instant type. -However-, practicaltexperience has v.proven 
that results :obtained with smooth boreubarrels, as to. ac 

65 curacy and . range, are. far inferior to the. results ob 
tained with ri?ed barrels s-othatthe .latter aretpreferred. 

- The ‘periphery of the- barrel 2, adjacent thechamber 
' slope 7, is provided with interrupted threads :12’.'(Fig. 2) 

70 
for ready removal of the barrel band l'andiits'attached 
shaft.v This band 1 has. a cylindrical portion13 with 
internal interrupted threads‘ 14 for meshing withIthe 

‘.external threads 12. 'The top of theeyli'ndrical mem~ 
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her 13,'is provided with an upstanding lug 15, open slot 
, ted for receiving a threaded locking screw 16 having a 
pair of spaced integralcollars 17 Y for straddling the lug 
15. The screw 16 is thus held in the lug 15 against axial 

. movement but free to be rotated by a handle 18 pivoted 
to the screw 16. Y A‘key' 19, slidably mounted between a 

' pair ofspaced parallelguides 20, formedrintegral upon 
the cylindrical portion 13, is threaded to the screw 16. 

I ~ The key 19 hasYa tapered end and, through rotation of 
the screw 16,v can be moved into and out of the tapered 
notch 11 in the'chamber' slope 7 as shown in Fig. '5; With- ' 
drawal of the key‘19 fromthenotch 11 frees the barrel 
band v1 for rotation, to disengage the threads 12 and 14, 
and removal from the threaded portion 12 by movementv 
longitudinally and muzzlewardly of the barrel. 

Securely attached to the barrel band 1 are diametrically 
opposite trunnion pins 21 for supporting the gun in any 
suitable structure. ~The end of the key 19 engaging the 

correctly positioned angularly.‘ Y 
Depending‘from the barrel band 1 is a bracket 22 of I 

shaped cross section supporting a longitudinally extend-' 
‘a tubular member 24 parallel ‘ ing‘ abutment plate 23 and 

to'the barrel 2. ' I I 

' Y The tubular member 24 has its forward endiclosed by‘ 
a threaded cap 25 and its ‘rearward end terminating. in'a 
downwardlydirected stop member 26 having a radial 

' ?ange 26' functioning in a manner to be described. ' 
A shaft 27 is slidably and rotatably supported within 

the tubular member 24.v The forward end of the shaft 
27 is threaded at 28 to receive a threaded plug 29 having’ 
a flange 30'adapted to abut the threaded end 27’ to limit 
excessive sliding movement of the shaft 27 to the rear. 
For a purpose to be described, the shaft 27 is provided 

‘on its peripherywith a transverse slot .29'and spaced ’ 
. therefrom‘a depression29”,both slot 29? and depression 
29"‘adapted to receive a detent 23' slidably carried'by a ‘ 

‘ tubular portion intermediate‘ the bracketZZ and the abut- ' 

110i ment 23.‘ The detent'23' is forced by a spring 23M into 
engagement with either the slot 29' or the depression 29"‘ 
for yieldably retaining the shaft 27 in either of two posi 
tion shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. 
Anchored to the shaft 27 is a gear case 32 rotatably 

carrying a cross shaft 33 to which is secured a helical 
toothed pinion 34 meshing with an L-shaped rack 35 
having teeth for cooperation with the pinion 34 and at 
tached to the locking sleeve 5. A hand lever 31 is se 
cured outside of and on the right in Fig. 1 of the gear case 
32, it being secured to the cross shaft 33 for rotating 
the same. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 should not imply that this 
lever 31 is on the left or opposite side. The hand lever 
31 is formed with an oppositely extending lug 31' for 
coaction with the ?anged stop member 26’ to prevent 
rotation of lever 31 when the same is swung fromits 
Fig. 4 position to that shown in Fig. 5 and intermediate 
positions. 
A shaft 36 is attached to the gear case 32 in alignment 

with the shaft 27. The shaft 36 is provided with a 
longitudinally extending rib or tooth 37 and a transverse 
plate 38 (Figs. 6 and 7). The shaft 36 terminates in an 
end portion 39, having an open-ended slot 40, for re 
ceiving the breechblock disconnect pin 59. 
As shown in Figure 9, the locking sleeve 5 is formed 

with longitudinally spaced cylindrical portions 41, 42 and 
43. 
The forward cylindrical portion 41 slidably mounts the 

locking sleeve 5 on the ammunition chamber surface 10 
and contains the L-shaped gear 35, having a longitudinal 
leg 44 and a transverse leg 45, which as previously ex 
plained is in mesh with the helical toothed gear 34 in 
?ring position. i ‘ 

_The intermediate cylindrical portion 42' has formed 
thereon a tapered portion 46 (Fig. l) and a curved de-‘ 
pression 46' (Fig. 9) to provide the necessary clearance 
for the helical toothed pinion 34 and its casing 32 at the 

end of thetravel of the gear 34 on the longitudinal leg 
44.‘ .Motion of the‘ sleeve 5 to the rear of the gun is 
limited by the internal shoulder 47 abutting the circuml 
ferential ?ange 9. v 
The rearward cylindrical portion 43 is provided on its . 

undersidepwith longitudinal teeth as and 49 (Fig. 9) 
adapted to engage the tooth 37. The rear end surface. 
,of the portion43 is provided with: a segmental groove. 
50 (Fig. 9') extending completely. across tooth 49 and 
partially across tooth 48. A lug 51 (Figs. 1, 6 and 7) 

, projects radially from theperiphery of portion 43 at the 
end of the segmental. groove 50 and oppositethe tooth 

Y 48. vThe teeth 48 andv49, the groove 511 and the lug 51 

i side ofthe notch 11 assistsin‘having the trunnion axis " 

cooperate with the longitudinal tooth 37 and transverse 
plate 38 in a manner to become apparent. ~ 
The rear cylindrical portion 43 is provided with an in 

ternal interrupted thread 52 (Fig. 4) adapted tov mesh 
'with the external interrupted thread 53 on the breech 
‘blo'ck4. The. breechblock 4 contains a sleeve 54 in 
which is a chamber 55 and venturi ori?ces 56.v Inter 

' nally threaded rearward projection 52’ extends from the 

25 
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sleeve 5 toact as a stop for the breechblock and to assist I 
in properv engagement by the threads 52 of the sleeve-v 
and the interruption of the threads 53 of the breechblock, 
when the breechblock or rear gun section is swung back Y , ~ ~ 

from its vposition in Fig. 5 to its position of alignment 
with the front gun section ,3. 
' vAs shown in Figures 2, 11 and 12, each ori?ce 56 is A 

1 formed from a pair of frusto-conical portions connected 
together end-to-end at their smaller bases to form a con-. 
tinuous passage for the discharge of the propellent gases. , ~ 
Each ori?ce as a unit is displaced‘ina direction opposite , 
to the twist of the barrel vri?ing, in those weapons em 
ploying rifling. . ~ ' ' 

~ Integral with the breechblock 4,,and extending. later~. 
ally therefrom, is a hollow rectangular bracket 57 having 

Y a bore 58 through which bracket 57~is rotatably mounted 
. ‘upon the slotted‘portion 39 of the shaft 36. ~ w v. 

45 
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Extending transversely of the. bore 58 is .a locking . 
pin or shaft 55‘ having ?at sides 60 thereon by means of ~ ' Y 
which the shaft 59 can be slid into ?nal position in the 
shaft opening 40 and locked therein by rotating the hand 
lever 61 from a position fore-and-aft of the weapon to 
an upright position shown in the drawings (Fig. 14). 
A ?ring mechanism, generally indicated by reference 
numeral 62, is of the electrical contact type fed through 
a lead 65 from an electrical source, not shown, and 
having a plunger 63 forced by a coiled spring 64 into 
contact with the insulated ring 66 of a round of ammu 
nition for electrically exploding the same in a manner 
explained in the previously mentioned co-pending appli 
cation Serial No. 715,675, now Patent 2,492,279 dated 
December 27, 1949. 

Operation 
In Figures 1 and 2, the gun is shown with breechblock 

4 in closed position preparatory to ?ring of the weapon. 
Upon ignition of the propellent charge, the projectile is 
projected forwardly out of the barrel and the frangible 
head 4' is disintegrated, allowing a portion of the propel 
lent gases to be discharged rearwardly through the breech 
block and out the venturi ori?ces 56. 
The propellent gases passing rearwardly through the 

ori?ces 56 create a force in a direction to counteract the 
recoil caused by the projectile in being propelled from 
the gun. Also due to the inclination of the ori?ces 56 
rthe thrust of the escaping propellent gases will be in 
such direction as to offset the tendency of the ri?ed bar 
rel to twist in a direction opposite to the rotation of the 
projectile as it advances through the barrel. Obviously, 
the barrel may be ri?ed with a left or right hand twist 
and rotational reaction could be eliminated in either case 
by directing the inclination of the ori?ces in the opposite 
direction. Hence, the ori?ces counteract both the recoil 
and rotational reactions of the barrel caused by the longi 
tudinal and the rotational movement of the projectile as 
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I: it ' isi'propell'ed' through the'barrel. The‘ ori?cesrnotfonly 
counteract the twisting reaction of the barrel,i"but»also 

' ‘exert a turning'action'luponthe'breechblockiitself to main 
=iltain= it-Lin ‘its ‘locked po'sitionflduringit?ring. 

iThe-breechblo'ck' 4- isi‘open'ed (onunlocked) by turning 
theilhandllever- F31; clockwise, indicated v‘by; the , arrow in 
'i-Figure 1. i This will,‘rotatei‘the‘helical-toothed pinion 34, 

-~ 14in »mesh'~' with the transverselleg 45 I of? the- LLshaped ‘gear 
1 ‘sector3 35, ‘which - in‘ (turn- = will rotate ' the looking‘ I sleeve 

~‘ 5 in- a 4clockwise"dire'ction-~as'1viewed"in Figure 8; 'for 
~-~-approximately Ms‘of a—revo1ution-' to disengage the inter 
»vlfru'pted threads-~53 and 1-52,? at whichitime the longer-tooth 
548- on'fthe'lo‘ckingl sleeve 5" will-strike? the‘ tooth? 37"on 
"“the‘shaftl i361 toy-hold ‘the; locking lsleeve 5 against Ifurther 
“"‘clockwise‘movementy'as-viewedj-in Figures 7 and 8, or 
1~angular1 downward ‘movement-‘alas’ ‘viewed inv Figure 1. 
i’During‘ the ‘above operation,‘ 'thelshafti'27, and conse 
-'~’quently"-the*=gear ~34; and5-the~shaft"36 are ‘held ‘from 
“movement, to‘therear'by the‘: spring pressed fdeteniti23"'en- _ 
gaging *"thelv depression '29". 
As the locking sleeve 5 is restrained from rotation due 

to thel'i'enga'gement‘ between the tooth‘, 48 and. the tooth 
37, continued‘ rotation of the hand1leverr31 in a clockwise 
direction will cause the helical-toothed pinion 341to engage 
‘the longitudinalleg'44 ‘of'the ll-shaped gear section‘ 35, ~' 

i the longitudinal‘ leg ‘44 of ‘the ‘gear section 35 functioning 
'as' a gear rack 'withWhe' pinion '34, to‘ shift the‘locking 

i i sleeve‘, 5‘ forwardly " (to‘ the rightv when viewed'in: Figures 
- 1 vand 3)'to uncover ‘a'nd'cle‘ar "the ‘breechblockexternal 
'iftl'ireads'52. Travel ‘of‘the' sleeve 5 ‘isiterminated by‘ the ‘i 
,, iplatéi 23, "as shown'in Figures 3‘a’nd4, and rthe'ireariend 
Jof the ‘sleeve‘5‘is now" ~?'iisliwitlr‘the rear, side Toff the 

t Ichambei": ‘?ange’ 9; ' longitudinal‘ travel lot; the‘ lock 
’i‘Li-ng 's'leeve5 will sir‘riilltaneou'sly'cause thelt'ooth“37 to 
“ride between the te'eth'48’a'nd‘49, as shown by‘ Figure 7. 

I-At this point‘iri the cycle ‘of operation, the" sleeve 5 
and ‘the ‘longitudinal leg" 44 'of‘the ' gear sector‘i35~ are 

“thus held against rotation ‘and forward r'notionf However, 
as the hand lever '31‘and'consequently the helical toothed 

.v-pinion 34 are continued to be rotated in therclockwise' 
‘direction, vi'ew'ed'ir'i‘ Figure l‘f‘the'p‘inion 34 will'n'ow roll 
on the longitudinal leg 44 for the remainder of its length, 
carrying with it the gear case 32 and shafts 27 and 36 
to the rear of the gun (to the left when viewed in Figures 
3 and 4), overcoming the pressure of the spring-pressed 
detent 23’, causing the same to ride out of the depression 
29". The breechblock 4, being secured to the shaft 36, 
will likewise be moved rearwardly, separating it from the 
gun chamber 7, as shown in Figure 4, until the spring 
pressed detent 23’ rides into the transverse slot 29’. 

During this portion of the operating cycle, the operating 
hand lever 31 will have moved from its original position 
in Figure 1 approximately one complete revolution in a 
clockwise direction, coming to rest in a substantially ver 
tical position shown by the dotted lines in Figure 4. In 
this position, the depending lug 31' is downward and 
clear of the ?ange 26' on the rearwardly-direc'ted inclined 
member 26’ as shown in Fig. 8. 
The operating hand lever 31 can now be swung down 

wardly and outwardly, in a clockwise direction when 
viewing Figure 8, rotating the shafts 27 and 36 and gear 
case 32 to tilt the breechblock 4 away from and down 
wardly of the gun, as shown by Figure 5, until completely 
clearing it. 
When the shaft 36 is rotated, the radial projection on 

plate 38 abuts the periphery of the projection 51, thereby 
holding the sleeve 5 and the shaft 36 against further ro 
tation and in a position for the gear leg 44 to be brought 
back into mesh with the pinion 34 when the breechblock 
4 is tilted back toward gun chamber 7 (i. e., from the 
Figure 5 to the Figure 3 position) preparatory to being 
locked by the sleeve 5. 

In the particular embodiment shown, the removal of 
the expended round and the insertion of a new one is 
accomplished manually, after which the operating lever 

6 
P 131: isrswungzupwardly; for:counterclockwiseasiin Figure .8, 
:t-fsimultan'eou'slyicausingirotation of the-‘teeth: 481and 149,-to 

f align the‘ teeth1-53i‘w'ithitheperipheral‘ spaces'b'e‘twe'en the 
external- teeth 52 of: the locking ; sleeve 15,- as i shown in 

“ Figure l 7; and itol'mesh-I thet-longitudinalalegi ‘ 44 *with the 
~ pinion 84. 

~ Rotatingthe'1ever31 counterclockwise,-<viewed‘in Figure 
4 3;» willecausevthe "spring-pressed‘detent~23’->togride outvof 
~'- the-4slot’29'5allowingrthe pinion-34 to'froll-along» the longi 
tudinali leg 44 ‘:of! the gear- sectionl35 :until’ the breechblock 

' 4 abuts the ?ange 9»of~th'e chamberr7,>as ‘showndn Figure 3. 
i Continued movementiiofl‘theilever »3l-linithisilcounter 

- ‘clockwise direction willlcause'the-pinion»'34-to shiftlthe 
isleeve 51rearwardly until the enlarged apart of the'slee've 
5 covers'the breechblockexternal‘teeth 53, at which time 
the annular surface 47- will abut the collar 9 and lthepinion 
twill‘ simultaneously engagethe transversellegl 45ito" rotate 

- the-sleeve causinglintereng'agement‘betweenithe interrupted 
teeth-52 and 53;!as showniniFigure's‘ 2 and 6,to‘1locki-the 

' breechblock- 4—a‘gains't'-the gun cham'ber3. 
Although the preferred) embodiment ha'slbeen' disclosed, 

it is‘iobvious that-‘various modi?cations may-‘be made With 
Qouti- departing‘ from the 1 spirit / and- scope ‘of? the ‘following 

> claims: 

‘I! claim: _ 

‘‘ <1. <A-reco'illes‘s artillery‘?weaponi comprising alg'un‘ tube 
1 having a'lflanged chamber'and‘an externally threaded-por 
=- tion'adjace'nt said chamber,» a- trunnion-bandaincluding' a 
~ generally cylindrical portion *in'threadedengatgemént with 
~'-the1thre'a'de-d portion of said-gun tube and a-lon‘gitudinally 
; parallel bearing cylinder, key means for releasably locking 
-'and--angularly #positioning'said band to‘ said-tube; a cap 
vforming a spaced closure for'one'end-of said bearingscyl 
inder, a" spring pressed>plungerprojecting~radially inwardly 

35 t ‘on said bearing cylinder intermediate its length, a‘vlocking 
sleeve including a generally cylindrical," shouldered’portion 

" slidably and rotatably mounted for limited movement on 
said chamber and a locking ring integral with said‘ sleeve 

' and havinganhinterruptedr-thread"therein; a'>g‘en'eral-ly 
teshjaped rackIv formed-'on ‘ the outer-periphery‘ '5 of said 

_-5'shouldered~portion, van operating shaft- assembly compris 

50 
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ing a cylindrical part journaled in said bearing cylinder for 
limited axial and rotational movement relative thereto 
and having a plurality of grooves therein selectively en 
gageable with said plunger, a breechblock mounting part, 
and an operating crank and helical pinion gear in mesh 
with said rack rotatably mounted between said breech 
block. mounting part and cylindrical part, and a generally 
cylindrical breechblock secured to said mounting part and 
including a ?anged portion adapted to abut the outer 
face of said chamber ?ange and having an external inter~ 
rupted thread thereon, said locking sleeve being movable 
upon actuation of said crank, between two positions in 
one of which its interrupted thread engages that on said 
block and in the other of which said sleeve is disengaged 
and axially spaced from said block whereby the latter 
may be swung about said breechblock mounting part, by 
continued movement of said crank, into breech open posi 
tion, and a quick detachable connection between said 
breechblock and its mounting part. 

2. An artillery Weapon of the recoilless type comprising 
a gun tube having a ?anged chamber and an externally 
threaded portion adjacent said chamber, a detachable trun— 
nion band including a generally cylindrical portion in 
threaded engagement with a threaded portion of said gun 
tube and a ‘longitudinally parallel bearing cylinder, key 
means for releasably locking said band to said tube, a 
cap forming a spaced closure for one end of said bearing 
cylinder, a spring pressed plunger projecting radially in 
wardly on said bearing cylinder intermediate its length, 
a locking sleeve including a generally cylindrical, shoul 
dered portion slidably and rotatably mounted for limited 
movement on said chamber and an integral locking ring 
having an interrupted thread therein, a generally L-shaped 
rack formed on the outer periphery of said shouldered 
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portion, an operating shaft assembly comprising a cylin 
drical part journaled in said bearing cylinder for limited 
axial and rotational movement relative thereto and having 
a plurality of grooves therein selectively engageable with 
said plunger, a breech mounting part, and an operating 
crank and helical pinion gear in mesh with said rack 
rotatably mounted between said breechblock mounting 
part and said cylindrical part, and a generally cylindrical 
breechblock secured to said mounting part and including a 
?anged portion adapted to abut the outer face of said 

, chamber flange and having an external interrupted thread 
thereon said locking sleeve being movable upon actuation 
of said crank, between two positions in one of which its 
interrupted thread engages that on said block and in the 
other of which said sleeve is disengaged and axially spaced 
from said block whereby the latter may be swung, by con 
tinued movement of said crank, into breech open position. 

3. An artillery weapon comprising a gun tube having a 
chamber and an externally threaded portion adjacent said 
chamber, a removable trunnion band including a generally 
cylindrical portion in threaded engagement with the 
threaded portion of said gun tube and a longitudinally 
parallel bearing cylinder, a locking sleeve including a gen 
erally cylindrical shouldered portion slidably and rotatably 
mounted for limited movement on said chamber and an 
integral locking ring having an interrupted thread therein, 

. a generally L-shaped rack formed on the outer periphery 
of said shouldered portion, an operating shaft assembly 
comprising a cylindrical part journalled in said bearing 
cylinder for limited axial and rotational movement rel 
ative thereto, a breech mounting part, and an operating 
crank and helical pinion gear in mesh with said rack 
rotatably mounted between said parts, and a generally 
cylindrical breechblock secured to said mounting part and 
having an external interrupted thread thereon, said locking 
sleeve being movable, upon actuation of said crank, into 
at least two positions in one of which its interrupted thread 
engages that on said block, and in the other of which said 
sleeve is disengaged and axially spaced from said block 
whereby the latter may be swung, by continued movement 
of said crank, into open position, said breechblock having 
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a quick detachable connection with said part on which it 
is mounted. , ‘ . ' . ‘ ' . 

4. In a gun having a chamber and a breechblock mov 
ably mounted adjacent thereto‘ and having locking means 
thereon, a mechanism for releasably locking said breech 
block to said chamber‘ comprising, a locking sleeve axially 
reciprocable and rotatable with respect to said chamber, 
locking means on said sleeve adapted to co-act with the 
locking means on said block, operating means movably 
mounted adjacent said chamber and adapted to be secured 
to said block, a helical pinion gear rotatably mounted on 
said operating means, ‘and a generally L-shaped rack on 
said sleeve engaged with said pinion gear, said mechanism 
being constructed and arranged whereby initial rotation 
of said pinion gear rotates said sleeve to unlock the latter 
from the breech,‘ further rotation of said pinion gear 
moves said sleeve a limited distance in an axial direction, 
and ?nal continued rotation of said pinion gear moves 
said breechblock a limited distance in an opposite axial 
direction after movement of said sleeve has ceased. 
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